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Federated Search: Is Bigger Better?

Our data includes:
 Patents (and meta data)

 Biomedical literature

 SEC (EDGAR) filings for public 
companies

 Theses and Dissertations

 Additional full-text articles 
via large STM publishers



Combining Biomedical & Patent Docs: 
A Model For Technical Search

Both large, complex, document sets that are important 
economically and for research.

 Patents: 27 million docs

 Includes US, JP, EP, WIPO

 Biomedical Patents: 3.4 million

 Biomedical: 21 million docs

 Includes PubMed & other docs



Assessing the Utility of the Combined Data

Disparate test queries used to determine:

 % contribution of each data set (recall)

 % relevant documents (precision, top 100 only)

 Total relevant contribution from each collection

Other Considerations:

 Duplicates 1

 Ease/speed of assessment 2

 Specificity of data found

 Full-text versus abstracts



% Query Responses From Each Collection

Query

Total 

Docs Patent % of total

Non-

Patent % of total

proteasome AND degradation 

AND ubiquitin AND targeting 13533 9182 67.85% 4351 32.15%

aging AND "oxidative damage" 

AND lipofuscin 428 305 71.26% 123 28.74%

cancer AND apoptosis AND 

spindle AND mitosis 4829 4209 87.16% 620 12.84%

antibiotic AND resistant AND 

"drug design" AND mrsa 600 547 91.17% 53 8.83%

aav AND vector AND "gene 

therapy" AND dystrophy 3940 3788 96.14% 152 3.86%

lumen AND stent AND coating 35433 35130 99.14% 303 0.86%



% Relevant Docs From Each Collection

Query

% Patent 

Relevant

% Non-Patent 

Relevant

proteasome AND degradation AND ubiquitin AND 

targeting 38% 37%

aging AND "oxidative damage" AND lipofuscin 10% 60%

cancer AND apoptosis AND spindle AND mitosis 46% 84%

antibiotic AND resistant AND "drug design" AND 

mrsa 50% 65%

aav AND vector AND "gene therapy" AND 

dystrophy 18% 40%

lumen AND stent AND coating 19% 46%



Relative Contribution of Relevant Docs

Query

% of Total 

Relevant Docs 

from Patents*

% of Total Relevant 

Docs from Non-

Patent*

proteasome AND degradation AND ubiquitin 

AND targeting 68.43% 31.57%

aging AND "oxidative damage" AND lipofuscin 29.24% 70.76%

cancer AND apoptosis AND spindle AND mitosis 78.80% 21.20%

antibiotic AND resistant AND "drug design" AND 

mrsa 88.81% 11.19%

aav AND vector AND "gene therapy" AND 

dystrophy 91.81% 8.19%

lumen AND stent AND coating 97.95% 2.05%

*Extrapolation of top 100 data – should be treated as a rough estimate only



Other Factors in Collection Utility

 Patents tend to have multiple near-duplicate documents 
due to family members (same patent filed in multiple 
countries) 1

 Non-patent biomedical literature tends to have longer, 
more descriptive titles 2

 Patents tend to discuss possibly-prophetic examples –
the opposite of peer-reviewed literature

 The use of language is quite different between the two 
collections

 Non-patent documents are harder to index as full-text 
due to copyright issues



Federated Database Conclusions

 Bigger is better. In most cases a substantial number of 
relevant documents would be missed by searching either 
collection by itself.

 Combine all relevant documents into one database 
allows for more efficient searching (but, search scope is 
potentially increased)

 Know your collections. The properties of different 
document sets can be quite different. This affects search 
algorithm design and query strategy.

 Most of the concerns noted can be addressed with 
proper algorithm and tool design. 3



Larger, More Diverse Collections Benefit 
From Special-Purpose Tools

 While combining databases enhances efficiency, 
further efficiency increases demand better ways of 
sifting through, and analyzing, large result sets, such 
as:

 Clustering

 Image-based results

 Query refinement based on sample documents

 Family “roll up”

 Many other possibilities: no one tool suffices for all 
situations 3



Real-Time Clustering



Viewing Search Results as Images



“More Like This”



Overall Conclusions
 The combination of patent and non-patent literature 

in the biomedical space is just one example of a 
federated database for legal, scientific, or business 
intelligence search. Many spaces would benefit from 
such combinations.

 When the data sets and the searcher’s goals are well-
understood, specific tools, algorithms, and meta data 
can be used to substantially increase search 
efficiency and power.



Thanks!

If next-generation search interests you, 
please get in touch. Comments, questions 

and collaboration are welcome. We can 
only scratch the surface in 30 minutes!

james.ryley@sumobrain.com



Foot Notes
1. The average biomedical patent has 7.29* family members. This 

phenomena does not exist in the non-patent literature. Family 
“roll up” (combining all family members into one entry in the 
search results) can be used to make patent search more efficient.

2. The average patent title is 7 words long, while the average non-
patent title is 11 words long. These numbers underestimate the 
difference in information content due to non-informative phrases 
like “System and method for…” being commonly found in patent 
titles.

* Using raw EPO data. This data is not always updated post-issuance. 
We will be analyzing and correcting shortly, but do not expect the 
number to change substantially.



Footnotes

3. Due to the number of specific search scenarios and 
the need to address each individually for maximum 
search efficiency and power, we have created many 
problem-specific tools, functions, or analytics fields 
(fields not part of the raw patent data, but 
calculated from it).  Following are screen shots of 
some of these tools, with brief descriptions. Not all 
of these tools are publicly available, but 
collaborations are welcome.



The ability to sort by any column, including 
calculated analytics fields, is surprisingly handy.

(“RVI” is “Relative Value Index” – a metric we 
use in patent valuation)



Charting is indispensable for Business 
Intelligence visualization



Charting can show any 2 (or more in some 
cases) dimensions



An Evolution Chart Can Show Categorical 
Change Over Time



Search term highlighting:  Crucial to fast 
review of documents

(The options on the left are “facets” which let you 
instantly filter docs by many different criteria)


